Anywhere collaboration can make you more competitive.

Make working remotely and on the go easier with Google G Suite and Verizon mobile connectivity.

Increased agility can make a significant impact on the success of your business and how you fare against the competition. With more and more employees working away from the office, having the right collaboration tools and the best connectivity in place can make all the difference. This is why Verizon offers Google’s G Suite. Your remote and mobile employees can be productive virtually wherever they work, if they combine G Suite with the best wireless network.

G Suite includes these productivity apps:

- **Gmail**
  To create and send business emails

- **Google Calendar**
  To schedule meetings and events

- **Google Drive**
  To store project files and other documents

- **Hangouts**
  To set up and hold video conferences at the click of a button

- **Google Slides**
  To generate engaging, high-quality presentations

- **Google Sites**
  To easily create and launch websites

- **Google Keep**
  To capture and organize your ideas

**Benefits**

G Suite helps mobile employees become more productive and agile. You can:

- **Connect**
  Stay up to date with other team members through email, chat and video conferencing

- **Create**
  Produce documents, spreadsheets and presentations on mobile devices from virtually any location

- **Access**
  Store files in the cloud and find what you need quickly and easily. Access files anytime and control how you share them

- **Control**
  Manage employee accounts, devices and data easily and securely. Administrative controls that use a two-step verification process provide an extra layer of security, in addition to the protection of the secure Verizon network
Suite options
No two businesses are alike, which is why G Suite comes in three different options: G Suite—Basic, G Suite—Business and G Suite—Enterprise.

Designed for smaller businesses, G Suite—Basic delivers a professional office productivity suite that gives you 30 GB of online storage and includes these features:

- Gmail
- Video and voice conferencing
- Shared calendars
- The ability to create, edit and share documents, spreadsheets and presentations
- Phone, email and online support, 24/7
- Centralized security and administration controls

For larger companies, there’s G Suite—Business, which gives you an enhanced office suite with unlimited cloud storage (or 1 TB per user if you have fewer than five users). This option includes all the features of G Suite—Basic, plus:

- Smart search capabilities across G Suite with Cloud Search
- Archive and set retention policies for chat and email
- eDiscovery for emails, chats and files
- Audit reports that let you track user activity

As part of the G Suite—Business and G Suite—Enterprise options, Google Vault™ allows you to archive data from G Suite apps. Then, you can retrieve the data that may be critical to the eDiscovery process during legal matters and investigations.

Built to handle more advanced business needs, G Suite—Enterprise enables you to integrate and secure data. This option offers all the features of G Suite—Business and G Suite—Basic, plus additional features designed specifically for enterprises, including:

- Enterprise-class meetings—allows you to join by phone and keep a record of important meetings
- Additional security and integration features:
  - Help reduce data risk
  - Set rules to help avoid user mistakes that may impact your business
  - Configure the suite to meet your organization’s exact needs with customization and extensibility options

Your mobile workforce deserves the best wireless network.
A high-performing network is essential for your employees to collaborate effectively. With the nation’s largest and most reliable 4G LTE network, critical voice, data and video communications can be seamless.

Be sure to combine G Suite’s collaboration tools with the best wireless network to help employees work together and make better decisions, faster. Work remotely and more productively with G Suite and the Verizon 4G LTE network.

Verizon is undefeated.
Ranked #1 nationwide by RootMetrics in overall network performance (11 times in a row)¹

Learn more:
For more information about Google G Suite, please contact your Verizon Wireless business specialist or visit verizonwireless.com
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